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Abstract
The influence of behavioral science on various organizations has been experiencing remarkable growth worldwide. With the
integration of recent technological advancements, behavioral science’s impact has expanded into diverse fields such as finance
and policy. The term “artificial intelligence” (AI) has become increasingly prevalent, but it is essential to provide clarity
before proceeding. AI pertains to the theory and creation of systems capable of executing tasks that typically necessitate
human intelligence. Integrating artificial intelligence (AI) in pediatric dentistry has emerged as a promising avenue to
enhance patient care, improve diagnostic accuracy, streamline treatment planning, and augment patient engagement. AI-driven
tools such as image analysis, natural language processing, and machine learning algorithms assist in early caries detection,
orthodontic treatment planning, behavior management, and personalized oral hygiene education for pediatric patients. This
paper presents an overview of AI’s applications in pediatric dentistry, particularly behavior management, highlighting its
potential to revolutionize traditional pediatric dental practices.
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1. Introduction

“Artificial Intelligence” was coined during the Dartmouth
Conference in 1956 [1]. This conference brought together
leading researchers in the field and laid the foundation for AI
as a distinct study area. Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to
developing computer systems performing tasks that typically
require human intelligence. It is a multidisciplinary field
that combines computer science, mathematics, psychology,
and other domains to create intelligent machines capable of
simulating human thinking and decision-making processes [2].
AI systems can analyze extensive amounts of data, recognize
patterns, make predictions, and learn from experience or
decisions based on that information. They can also interact
with humans through natural language processing, speech
recognition, and computer vision.

AI has two primary types: narrow AI and general AI.
Narrow AI, often called weak AI, is designed to excel in
specific tasks, such as language translation, image recognition
or autonomous driving. It operates within well-defined bound-
aries and focuses on optimizing performance within those
limitations. Conversely, artificial general intelligence, often
referred to as strong AI, refers to AI systems with the capacity
to understand, learn, and utilize knowledge across various
tasks similar to human intelligence. Despite being a theoretical
concept, general AI remains an active area of research and
discovery [3].
AI has experienced significant progress thanks to algorithm

advancements, enhanced computing capabilities, and the abun-
dance of extensive datasets. It has facilitated its implementa-
tion across numerous industries, such as healthcare, finance,
transportation, manufacturing and entertainment. Healthcare
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benefits from AI in disease diagnosis, fraud detection aids
finance, autonomous vehicles utilize AI for navigation, pro-
duction processes are optimized through AI algorithms, and
AI systems generate personalized user recommendations [4, 5].
However, the development of AI also raises ethical concerns,
such as privacy, bias, job displacement, and the potential
for misuse. As AI progresses, it becomes crucial to prior-
itize its responsible and ethical implementation, taking into
account its societal impact and implications. AI stands as
a groundbreaking technology capable of transforming vari-
ous industries, healthcare being a prime example. Its ca-
pacity to process vast amounts of data, learn patterns, and
make informed decisions has led to its integration into various
medical fields, including dentistry. In recent years, AI has
garnered attention in pediatric dentistry, offering a range of
possibilities to enhance patient care and clinical practices.
While AI presents exciting opportunities, it also discusses its
implications, limitations, and ethical considerations [6]. AI
has shown promise in medical imaging analysis, diagnosis,
treatment planning and patient management in healthcare. In
pediatric dentistry, these capabilities open doors to improved
detection of dental issues, personalized treatment plans, and
innovative methods for engaging young patients. For instance,
AI-driven image analysis can aid in identifying early signs of
dental caries and abnormalities, facilitating timely intervention
and prevention. Furthermore, AI-based algorithms can assist
in predicting treatment outcomes, helping practitioners make
informed decisions about orthodontic interventions or restora-
tive procedures [7].
However, concerns about AI’s reliability, transparency, and

ethical usage have emerged alongside these potential benefits.
The “black-box” nature of specific AI algorithms, where their
decision-making processes are not easily understandable by
humans, raises questions about howmuch trust should be given
to their recommendations. Data privacy and security concerns
arise when AI systems process and store patient information.
Ethical considerations related to bias, accountability, and the
potential for AI to replace human interactions also come into
play.

2. Role of AI in dentistry

Artificial intelligence (AI) has significantly advanced in var-
ious industries, including dentistry. AI technology has been
leveraged to improve diagnostic processes, treatment planning,
patient care, and dental research [8]. AI has significantly ad-
vanced dentistry, transforming various aspects of oral health-
care [9]. In dentistry, AI technology improves diagnostics,
treatment planning, patient care, and oral health education
[10, 11]. AI algorithms can more accurately analyze dental
images, namely X-rays and CT scans, to detect abnormalities,
cavities, and other oral conditions. It aids in early detection and
precise treatment planning. AI-powered systems also assist
in designing and fabricating dental restorations like crowns
and bridges, optimizing fit and aesthetics [12, 13]. Virtual
treatment planning using AI simulates orthodontic outcomes,
aiding decision-making. Additionally, AI chatbots and virtual
assistants enhance patient education, provide personalized oral
health information, and streamline administrative tasks. While

AI complements dental professionals, their expertise remains
vital in interpreting AI-generated results and delivering opti-
mal care [14].

3. AI in pediatric dentistry

AI technology is increasingly integrated into various aspects of
pediatric dentistry to enhance diagnostics, treatment planning,
patient care and oral health education. AI has emerged as a
revolutionary tool within the realm of pediatric dentistry, trans-
forming multiple facets of care. In diagnosis, AI algorithms
analyze dental images with remarkable precision, enabling
early detection of dental conditions and enhancing treatment
planning. AI-powered technologies like virtual reality (VR)
and augmented reality (AR) alleviate fear and anxiety in pe-
diatric patients, creating immersive and engaging experiences
during dental procedures. Augmented Reality (AR) and Vir-
tual Reality (VR) are immersive technologies that have gained
prominence in various fields. Their application in pediatric
dentistry has shown remarkable potential to enhance patient
experiences, alleviate dental anxiety, and facilitate education
and treatment planning. AR superimposes digital information
onto the physical world, whereas VR generates immersive,
simulated environments [15]. Pediatric dentistry stands out
as one of the most demanding specialties within the dental
field, largely due to the pivotal role of patient compliance
in determining treatment outcomes for these young patients.
Different tools, such as behavior modification and pharma-
cological interventions, have improved patient cooperation
and compliance, ranging from the dentist’s armamentarium.
Pediatric patients who visit the dental practice often present
with tremendous anxiety as it is their first interaction with
dentists. To alleviate patient anxiety and stress, virtual real-
ity (VR) has emerged as an innovative tool discussed in the
literature, albeit to a limited extent. Several techniques are
utilized to address anxiety, such as in vivo exposure therapy
(IVET) and virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET). IVET
focuses on directly exposing patients to their fears to reduce
anxiety levels, frequently regarded as a gold standard approach
in this context. VRET, a more recent technique, utilizes
computer-generated images to simulate scenarios that allow
patients to experience their fears without real-world expo-
sure, thereby reducing anxiety [16]. A study examined the
impact of virtual reality on behavioral management among
children [17]. The study revealed that implementing virtual
reality reduced average anxiety and behavioral scores in pa-
tients compared to the control group. Interactive and creative
audiovisual representations in virtual reality are particularly
appealing to children, contributing to their effectiveness in
reducing anxiety [18]. Moreover, AI’s ability to analyze
large datasets and identify patterns contributes to personalized
treatment recommendations and improved patient outcomes.
While AI complements the expertise of dental professionals,
its role remains essential in interpreting AI-generated results
and delivering holistic care to pediatric patients. The continual
advancement of artificial intelligence holds immense promise
in transforming the landscape of pediatric dental care. AI is
poised to contribute to more accurate diagnostics, personalized
treatment plans, and innovative approaches to engage young
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patients through its ability to process extensive datasets and
derive actionable insights. By harnessing AI-driven tools,
pediatric dentistry can potentially improve the overall expe-
rience for children, mitigate dental anxiety, and cultivate a
foundation for lifelong oral health practices. However, as
with any technological advancement, a careful and balanced
approach is essential, ensuring that the integration of AI in
pediatric dental care maintains coherence with the empathetic
and human-centered aspects of patient interaction, thus realiz-
ing the full benefits while addressing potential challenges and
ethical considerations [19].

4. AI in behavior management in
children

Pediatric dentists play a crucial role in recognizing and treating
dental diseases in children, utilizing the knowledge and skills
acquired during their dental education. However, the safe and
effective treatment of these conditions often involves modify-
ing the child’s behavior. It necessitates a continuum of inter-
action involving the dentist, dental team, patient and parent,
focusing on communication and education. The ultimate goal
is to alleviate fear and anxiety while fostering an understanding
of the importance of maintaining good oral health and the
processes involved in achieving it [20, 21].
In recent years, there have been notable advances in behav-

ior management techniques in pediatric dentistry. Traditional
methods have been enhanced with innovative approaches to
reduce anxiety, foster cooperation, and promote positive oral
health outcomes. Non-pharmacological techniques, such as
effective communication, tell-show-do, and positive reinforce-
ment, have built trust and allayed fears [22]. Additionally,
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) technologies
have emerged as powerful tools for distraction and engagement
during dental procedures. Sedation and anesthesia techniques
have also evolved to ensure safe and tailored management
of anxious or uncooperative children. Parental involvement
and interdisciplinary collaboration with child psychologists
and pediatricians contribute to practical behavior guidance.
Integrating digital tools, interactive media, and educational
games empowers children to actively participate in oral health
care, improving cooperation and long-term dental well-being
[23]. These advances collectively strive to create a positive and
comfortable environment, helping children develop a lifelong
positive attitude towards dental visits.

5. The process of learning in a child and
AI

When considering the learning process of artificial intelligence
(AI), it is helpful to draw parallels with how a child’s brain
develops through interactions and experiences. However, it is
essential to note that the comparison has limitations since AI
systems and human brains operate differently [24].
During the learning phase of an AI neural network, it is

exposed to training data, which serves as the system’s expe-
riences. Through exposure to this data, the network’s connec-
tions, or weights, are adjusted, leading to changes in how it
processes information. It is seen as the network being “wired”

in a particular way based on its interactions with the training
data [25].
An AI system’s inference criteria and knowledge generation

are based on the patterns it learns from the training data. AI
models are designed to generalize from the data they have been
exposed to, allowing them to make predictions or generate
outputs based on new inputs. The accuracy and reliability of
these judgments depend on the representativeness and quality
of the training data. However, AI systems can be susceptible
to biases present in the data or biases encoded in the algorithms
themselves, similar to how humans can be biased. Biases rise
from various sources, such as imbalances in the training data
or the inherent biases of human creators [26].
The utilization of virtual reality and other technological

interventions to alleviate preoperative anxiety has been exten-
sively documented in the medical literature, extending even to
scenarios involving general anesthesia. An illustrative exam-
ple is a randomized controlled trial conducted by Ryu et al.
[27] in 2017, where children were exposed to an immersive
virtual reality tour of the operating theater prior to undergoing
general anesthesia. The link between heightened preoperative
anxiety and adverse postoperative outcomes, encompassing es-
calated pain levels, increased analgesia consumption, extended
recovery periods, and persistent anxiety, is well-established
[28]. Furthermore, elevated anxiety is correlated with undesir-
able behaviors such as separation anxiety, nocturnal enuresis,
and sleep disturbances. Remarkably, the study by Ryu and
colleagues demonstrated that children exposed to virtual real-
ity experienced significantly diminished preoperative anxiety
compared to their non-exposed counterparts. Additionally,
these children exhibited heightened compliance during the in-
duction phase. This robust evidence underscores the potential
of virtual reality as a beneficial tool in reducing preoperative
anxiety and its associated ramifications, contributing to more
favorable surgical outcomes and overall well-being.
AI may play a crucial role in alleviating children’s fear of

dental extractions and needle phobia by offering personalized
and empathetic support. Through immersive technologies
like virtual reality, AI can transport children to engaging and
calming virtual environments during extraction, diverting their
attention away from fear-inducing surroundings. AI’s real-
time emotion recognition capabilities allow dental profession-
als to monitor a child’s anxiety levels and respond with com-
fort or pauses. Additionally, AI-powered educational tools
can explain the extraction process in a child-friendly manner,
reducing uncertainty and anxiety. By tailoring the dental
experience to each child’s unique needs and emotions, AI helps
make extractions less intimidating, fostering a more positive
and less fearful environment for pediatric patients. Innova-
tive virtual reality technologies offer the potential to alleviate
anxiety and minimize pain among children both before and
after medical procedures and surgeries. One study found
that virtual reality that induces a hypnoticstate (VRH-Virtual
Reality Hypnosis) helped manage postoperative anxiety and
pain in children. The subsequent study analyzed a cohort of
more than 600 patients, aged between 6 and 18 years old,
who were provided with an innovative virtual reality (VR)
game. This game enables real-time reorientation of gameplay
and allows clinicians to modify the cognitive load, enhancing
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its capacity to distract patients and consequently reduce their
perception of pain [29]. Using an analgesic pumpwith a single-
chip microprocessor also has performed better in children
undergoing dental treatment. The microcomputer intermittent
electronic analgesia pump incorporates a timer mechanism to
facilitate electronically controlled intermittent infusion while
allowing for manual single administration. Thus reducing the
pain of injection, which the children fear most [30]. Integrating
AI in pediatric dentistry has opened up new possibilities for
improved diagnostics, personalized treatment planning, and
enhanced patient care. AI technology is increasingly utilized
in behavior management for pediatric dental patients, offering
innovative approaches to create positive and comfortable ex-
periences. AI-powered virtual reality (VR) experiences may
alleviate anxiety and fear in children during dental procedures.
AI-powered virtual reality (VR) experiences are emerging as
a promising avenue to relieve stress and worry in children
undergoing dental procedures. This achievement is realized by
immersing young patients in interactive and captivating virtual
environments that serve as powerful distractions from dental
treatment. By donning VR headsets, children are transported
to engaging worlds where they can interact with imaginative
characters, participate in games, or explore visually captivating
scenarios. Through this immersion, their attention is effec-
tively redirected away from the dental procedure, helping to
mitigate feelings of apprehension. Additionally, the element
of control plays a significant role; many VR experiences allow
children to navigate and make choices within the virtual envi-
ronment, fostering a sense of empowerment. Examples include
virtual adventures where dental treatments become part of an
exciting quest, interactive storytelling that envelops children
in narratives, and virtual dental “games” that turn procedures
into playful activities [20]. Additionally, AI algorithms may
analyze facial expressions and voice tone to recognize and in-
terpret children’s emotions, aiding in understanding their reac-
tions and tailoring communication strategies. AI chatbots and
virtual assistants may provide interactive education, answering
questions and explaining dental procedures, thus empowering
children with knowledge and reducing apprehension. Dental-
Verse emerges as an innovative local mobile application, pio-
neering the digitalization of patient-dentist interactions. This
platform seamlessly integrates functionalities that streamline
processes, ensuring a comprehensive experience before and
after receiving dental services. A significant highlight of Den-
talVerse is its emphasis on the consultative aspect, facilitated
by readily accessible educational content, the provision for
online consultations, and the presence of Catrinel, an intel-
ligent virtual assistant. As a strategic vision, DentalVerse
aims to progressively incorporate advanced functionalities and
evolve into a pioneering teledentistry platform. Key collab-
orators in this transformative journey are Codestage, Gamify
and DRUID, actively contributing to developing this dynamic
mobile solution. By leveraging AI in behavior management,
pediatric dental practices can enhance patient comfort and
cooperation, promoting positive oral health experiences for
children [31–33].
AI can also be applied to behavior management, specifically

for children. Here are some ways AI can assist in this area:
1. Personalized learning: AI may analyze a child’s learning

style, preferences, and abilities to create personalized educa-
tional experiences. By adapting lessons’ content, pace and
delivery, AI-powered systems can help keep children engaged
and motivated. It can significantly benefit children with learn-
ing disabilities or require individualized attention.
2. Gamification and rewards: AI may utilize gamification

techniques to encourage positive behavior in children. AI-
powered systems might make learning and behavior manage-
ment more enjoyable by incorporating game-like elements
such as points, badges and levels. Rewards and incentives can
be tailored to each child’s interests and progress, promoting
a sense of accomplishment and motivation. Emerging tech-
nologies present captivating prospects to revolutionize student
learning through innovative approaches. Among these tech-
nological possibilities, gamification is a compelling strategy
to invigorate student motivation and participation. Gamifi-
cation is succinctly defined as “the incorporation of game-
design elements within non-game contexts” [34]. The preva-
lent mechanisms employed in gamification encompass objec-
tives, rewards/scores, achievement badges, feedback loops,
leaderboards and other elements fostering competition among
users while fostering social interaction to motivate favorable
actions or adopting specific behaviors. Numerous applications
strategically amalgamate these mechanisms, culminating in an
approach that renders sustained behavioral changes a grati-
fying journey for users, effectively averting discouragement
[35]. Gamification presents many advantages, encompass-
ing heightened self-awareness regarding individual capacities,
improved occupational memory and focus, and augmented
problem-solving aptitude and goal-oriented performance. Al-
though gamification has gained substantial traction in personal
computers, its application to smartphone apps is a relatively
recent area of exploration [36]. Substantiated by evidence,
a significant correlation emerges between gamification and
instigating behavioral modifications within the healthcare do-
main [37]. Comprehensive review studies underscore that
gamification exerts a constructive impact on health-oriented
interventions and the embrace of affirmative behaviors [38].
Within the domain of oral health, notable instances of apps
employing gamification include those that utilize games as
educational tools to instruct children about a diverse array of
subjects, from tooth decay awareness to promoting healthy
dietary choices while cautioning against carcinogenic options
[39].
3. Virtual tutors and assistants: AI-powered virtual tutors or

assistants can support and guide children in various contexts.
These systems can offer explanations, answer questions, and
provide feedback on academic tasks. Virtual assistants can also
assist in behavior management by reminding children of tasks,
schedules and goals, helping them stay organized and focused.
The California Dental Association (CDA) says adding a virtual
assistant to the dental practice is acceptable; oral health profes-
sionals must still be aware of the risks. Themost important fact
to consider is that dentists remain responsible for following all
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
regulations, emphasizing the need for virtual assistants to be
trained on HIPAA requirements and patient data security [40].
4. Emotional support: Patient expectations for personal-

ized service stand as a foremost trend in dentistry, prompting
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numerous practices to leverage technology in meeting these
tailored care demands. In the healthcare industry, dentistry
has been one of the early adopters of tools such as artificial-
intelligence chatbots that can engage patients online and an-
swer common questions around the clock. AI could provide
emotional support to children by engaging in conversational
interactions and offering empathy. Chatbots integrated with
natural language processing capabilities have the capacity to
comprehend and address children’s emotions effectively. They
serve as attentive listeners, offering suitable coping strategies
in response. It can benefit children experiencing stress, anxi-
ety, or other emotional challenges [41].
5. Monitoring and feedback: AI can monitor children’s be-

havior and provide feedback to both children and parents. For
example, AI-powered systems may analyze online activities,
social media interactions, or device usage to identify potential
risks or signs of problematic behavior. This information can
then be shared with parents or guardians, enabling timely
intervention and guidance [42, 43].
As AI evolves, these AI-powered VR experiences are poised

to reshape the pediatric dental landscape by offering a novel
and practical approach to enhance young patients’ comfort and
emotional well-being during their dental care journey.

6. Drawbacks of using AI in pediatric
dentistry, particularly in behavior
management [44, 45]

1. Lack of Personalized Interaction: AI systems need
help understanding pediatric patients’ unique needs and emo-
tions. Children require a more personalized and empathetic
approach, which AI might not be able to provide effectively.
Building trust and rapport is crucial in pediatric dentistry, and
AI might need to address these emotional aspects fully.
2. Limited Adaptability to Child’s Behavior: Pediatric

patients can exhibit various behaviors, from anxiety to cu-
riosity. AI systems might be unable to adapt and respond
appropriately to sudden changes in a child’s behavior during
a dental procedure, which a human dentist would be better
equipped to manage.
3. Loss of Human Touch and Comfort: The comforting

presence of a human dentist and staff plays a significant role
in alleviating children’s fears and anxieties during dental pro-
cedures. More reliance on AI could lead to losing the human
touch essential to establishing a positive dental experience for
young patients.
4. Unpredictable Reactions to AI Tools: Children might

react unpredictably to AI-powered tools and robots in a dental
setting. Some children might find them intimidating, leading
to heightened anxiety and distress, negatively impacting the
dental experience.
5. Misinterpretation of Nonverbal Cues: Pediatric patients

often communicate non-verbally, and experienced dentists rely
on these cues to understand a child’s comfort level. AI might
need help to accurately interpret these nonverbal cues, poten-
tially leading to misunderstandings and suboptimal treatment.
6. Ethical and Safety Concerns: Implementing AI in pe-

diatric dentistry raises ethical questions about data privacy,
consent, and the potential for AI systems to harm children if

not programmed and supervised correctly and inadvertently.
Ensuring the safety of both the technology and the patients
becomes a crucial concern.
7. Dependency on Technology: Overreliance on AI for

behavioral management might hinder the development of es-
sential communication and coping skills in children. These
skills are crucial for their overall emotional and psychological
growth and should only be replaced partially by technology.
8. Complexity of Procedures: Pediatric dental procedures

can be intricate and vary widely based on individual patient
needs. AI, while proficient in some tasks, might need help
with the complexity of specific procedures, leading to subpar
outcomes or the need for human intervention.
9. Parent-Child Relationship: The presence of parents or

guardians during dental procedures is familiar in pediatric
dentistry. AI might inadvertently disrupt the parent-child
dynamic during treatments, as parents might feel less engaged
or reassured by an AI presence than a human dentist.
10. Limited Learning from Experience: AI systems learn

from data, but the behavioral management of pediatric patients
is a nuanced skill that involves adapting to individual children
over time. AI might lack the ability to learn from experiences
in the same way that human dentists do.
To effectively integrate AI in pediatric dentistry, a balanced

approach that combines AI’s capabilities with human expertise
and empathy will likely yield the best results, ensuring young
dental patients’ overall well-being and comfort [46, 47].
However, in pediatric dentistry and the behavioral manage-

ment of young dental patients, integrating AI-powered solu-
tions also presents specific challenges. Over-reliance on tech-
nology could compromise the essential human connection and
empathetic interactions pivotal in comforting anxious children
[48, 49]. Tailoring AI interactions to the diverse age groups
and emotional needs of pediatric patients can be complex, as
these systems might need help to adequately adapt to individ-
ual developmental stages. Moreover, while AI tools can be
customized, they may need more nuanced personalization than
human interactions offer. Privacy and ethical concerns become
even more pronounced when dealing with children’s data,
necessitating stringent measures to safeguard sensitive infor-
mation [50, 51]. The potential for AI to inadvertently amplify
anxiety due to unfamiliarity or misinterpretation is another
consideration. Ultimately, the application of AI in pediatric
dental behavioral management necessitates a mindful balance
that respects the uniqueness of each child’s emotional journey
and ensures that technology enhances rather than diminishes
the human-centered care integral to successful pediatric dental
practices [52, 53].

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, the potential integration of AI in pediatric den-
tistry offers opportunities and challenges that warrant careful
consideration. While AI technologies hold promise in enhanc-
ing certain aspects of dental care, it is essential to acknowledge
the complexity of pediatric dentistry and the unique needs
of young patients. The preceding discussions shed light on
several drawbacks and limitations of implementing AI in this
field.
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AI’s ability to streamline administrative tasks, aid in diag-
nostic processes, and provide educational resources presents
exciting avenues for improving efficiency and patient care.
However, these advancements should be approached with a
balanced perspective, considering the crucial role of human
interaction, empathy, and personalized care in pediatric dental
practice. While AI tools can assist in behavioral management,
the nuanced nature of working with children necessitates a
cautious approach. Personalized attention, understanding non-
verbal cues, and building rapport with young patients remain
areas where human dentists excel. Moreover, the emotional
well-being of both children and their parents must be con-
sidered, as AI’s role in addressing their concerns might only
partially replicate the reassurance provided by human profes-
sionals. It’s crucial to acknowledge that AI systems learn
from data and might not encapsulate the extensive experience
and judgment acquired by human dentists through years of
practice. The diverse range of pediatric dental procedures,
varying patient behaviors, and unexpected situations under-
score the value of human adaptability and decision-making.
Integrating AI should be a deliberate and informed process as
pediatric dentistry evolves. Collaborative efforts that combine
AI’s technical capabilities with the empathetic skills of dental
professionals hold the potential to achieve optimal outcomes
for young patients. Rather than replacing human expertise, AI
can serve as a supportive tool that complements the art and
science of pediatric dental care.
In moving forward, cautious optimism should guide the

integration of AI into pediatric dentistry. By acknowledging
its strengths while remaining attentive to its limitations, the
pediatric dental community can ensure that advancements in
technology enhance, rather than replace, the vital human con-
nections that define the practice of pediatric dentistry.
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